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IMPORTANCE OF ....  
The Mishna (Demai 7:3) lists the procedure in which the Terumos 
and Maasros should be separated from the grain owned by an Am 
HaAretz, stating: vburjtc hba ragnu (and Maaser Sheni last). The 
Tosfos Yom Tov is quick to point out that vburjtc should not be 
translated as “last”, but rather as “following after” [the other 
separations], just as we see the word iurjt used elsewhere, such 
as ohbrjt ;xuh ,tu kjr ,tu ohbrjt vhskhu vtk, or where Moshe 
was told that his hand turning leprous was the iurjtv ,ut (i.e. 
after turning his staff into a snake), when there was still a third 
,ut to come – turning the Egyptian water to blood. Thus, iurjt is 
used to indicate that it follows relatively after the iuatr (first one), 
but not necessarily that no others exist after it. Similarly, the 
Torah describes the prohibition against u,aurd rhzjn - remarrying 
an ex-wife that one divorced earlier if she married another briefly 
in the interim, listing the interim husband as iurjtv ahtv when he 
could have simply been her second (or latest) husband, but 
certainly she should be able to marry again. However, the Rema 
(z”gvt 9), based on the opinion of Rashi (Yevamos 26a) states that 
a woman who has divorced twice has established a Chazakah to 
divorce, and as such should not be permitted to marry again. This 
would then seem to render her second divorced husband as indeed 
her last husband, a fact pointed out by the Baal HaTurim on the 
Torah’s choice of the word iurjtv over the word hbav. If so, what 
need would there be for the Torah to prohibit her first husband 
from remarrying her (u,aurd rhzjn), if she may in any case not 
marry again ? It must be that former husbands would not be 
subject to the Chazakah exclusion, and just as she would be 
permitted to remarry husband #2 after divorcing him, so too could 
she remarry husband #1 even after her second divorce, if not for 
the Torah’s specific prohibition against being a u,aurd rhzjn.     

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
Where might one be permitted to benefit his friend where he 
suspects the friend would be pleased, but is required to benefit 
him where he knows the friend will not be pleased ?                              

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:  
(What may one do only if one gets paid ?)  
In rcs chan (2:32), the Netziv ruled that according to Rashi & 
Rambam, one may not arrange a Shidduch between vrhcg hrcug 
(sinners), unless it is his/her livelihood to do so.   

DIN'S CORNER:  
Although the normal method for baking bagels requires that they 
be initially cooked for a moment in boiling water, this cooking 
does not render them vkhftk hutr (edible) and as such, there is no 
problem of Bishul Akum, if a non-Jew did the boiling. They 
would however be deemed rykp ,p. Even if they were somehow 
deemed edible after dipping them in the hot water, they would 
still not present a problem of Bishul Akum as they definitely 
would not be ohfkn ijkak hutr - fit for a king's table. (Igros 
Moshe s"uh 4:4)  

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....   
The Gemara (Shabbos 55a) quotes R’ Zeira as saying that one 
should chastise (i.e. give Tochacha) to a wrong-doer, even if he 
will not listen. Tosafos notes that this refers to where one is in 
doubt if he will listen, but if one knows for certain that he won’t 
listen, it is better to say nothing and leave him as a Shogeg rather 
than to put him into a situation of Meizid. How can one “know for 
certain” ? Conceivably, one might know, if the wrong-doer has 
ignored previous Tochacha 3 times, establishing a Chazakah. 
However, if that were the case, why does the Gemara (Bava 
Metzia 31a) derive from jhfu, jfuv that one must chastise even 
100 times, if after 3 times, we know he won’t listen ? Perhaps, a 
Chazakah only works on activity, such as an ox goring 3 times, a 
man working a field for 3 years, a woman’s 3 husbands dying 
etc.., but not for absence of activity, such as not listening to 
Tochacha. However, the Gemara (Bava Basra 28b) asks, if a 
squatter’s presence on the field for 3 years establishes his 
ownership, why is it necessary for him to have an associated 
claim of right to the field (i.e. that he had purchased it originally 
and misplaced his documents) ? Tosafos asks, without a claim of 
right, how can the squatter acquire the field ? Tosafos suggests 
that if the squatter was present on the property for 3 years without 
objection from the former owner, a Chazakah has been 
established that the former owner will not object in the future, 
which may be deemed Mechilah. Thus, Chazakah can exist for an 
absence of activity (not objecting) and for not listening as well. 
So why must one give Tochacha 100 times ? The Dvar  Yehoshua 
(1:22) notes the Rambam’s theory that one may beat a recalcitrant 
husband who refuses to give a Get until he says ‘I am willing’, 
because every Jew really wants to do the right thing but must 
battle his Yetzer HoRa (which the beating helps with). As such, 
every Jew wants to do right, but not everyone will overcome his 
Yetzer HoRa after only 1 or 2 rebukes, and some may take up to 
100. The Midrash (Shemos 1:34) lists 4 wicked things that Dasan 
and Aviram did. Why 4 ? Perhaps to show that after the first 3, 
they still had not established a Chazakah for wrongdoing, and that 
there was still hope for their future.       

A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  
A Russian minister was disturbed that despite the oppressive conditions 
under which the Jews lived and made a living, they were still able to 
survive. He called a meeting with R' Chaim Soloveitchik, R' Yitzchok 
Elchanan Spektor and R' Eliyahu Chaim Meisels, bombarding them with 
inane questions, which they answered patiently. Suddenly, he asked 
them why in all other nations, one craftsman does not seek to steal 
another's livelihood. Yet, when one Jew opens a grocery, another opens 
a grocery across the street, and likewise with other businesses. The 
Rabonim were silent a moment until R' Eliyahu Chaim explained: "Of all 
creatures, the only ones who eat their own kind are fish. Why ? An 
animal can go anywhere he wants to find food - fish are stuck in the 
water. Non-Jews enjoy commercial freedom to earn anywhere, but we 
Jews are severely restricted and we must make a living off each other”. 
P.S. Sholosh Seudos sponsored this week by the Sternberg family. 


